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A conceptual design study for a steady-state K-DEMO has been initiated.
The major radius is designed to be below 6.5 m, considering engineering feasibilities.
Magnetic ﬁeld at the plasma center around 8 T is achieved by using Nb3 Sn technology.
Feasibility of near-future DEMO reactor is studied with a system analysis code.
A net electric generation on the order of 300 MWe can be achieved below the ˇN of 5.
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a b s t r a c t
A conceptual design study for a steady-state Korean fusion DEMO reactor (K-DEMO) has been initiated.
Two peculiar features need to be noted. First, the major radius is designed to be just below 6.5 m, considering practical engineering feasibilities. But still, high magnetic ﬁeld at the plasma center around 8 T is
expected to be achieved by using current state-of-the-art high performance Nb3 Sn strand technology.
Second, a two-stage development plan is being considered. In the ﬁrst stage, K-DEMO will demonstrate
a net electricity generation but will also act as a component test facility. Then, after a major upgrade,
K-DEMO is expected to show a net electric generation on the order of 300 MWe and the competitiveness
in cost of electricity (COE). Feasibility of such a practical, near-future demonstration reactor is studied
in this paper, based on a zero dimensional system analysis code study. It was shown that a net electric
generation on the order of 300 MWe can be achieved below the optimistic ˇN limit of 5. The elongation
of K-DEMO is around 1.8 with single null conﬁguration. Detailed optimization process and the resultant
various plasma parameters are described.
Crown Copyright © 2013 Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Conceptual design studies for fusion demonstration reactor
(DEMO) could be classiﬁed into two categories. In one extreme end,
the high toroidal magnetic ﬁeld approach is targeted to achieve
maximum fusion power, whereas in the other end, the high ˇN
approach is aiming at an easier steady-state operation. If we consider another end, faster realization based on realistic near-future
engineering constraints, then it may be argued, for example, that
the overall size should be relevant to those of the ITER, in order to
directly incorporate the progress in tokamak plasma physics during
the ITER operation phase [1,2].
A pre-conceptual design study for K-DEMO has been initiated. A
National Fusion Development Roadmap had been released in 2005
and Fusion Energy Development Promotion Law was enacted in
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2007 to promote a long-term cooperative fusion research. The main
design philosophy at the moment can be summarized as faster realization based on realistic near-future engineering constraints. With
such a spirit, the major radius is designed to be less than 6.5 m. Plausible radial builds are being studied, including toroidal ﬁeld (TF)
magnets. Based on the physical size of the TF magnets, two options
for the radial builds are discussed in our recent work [3].
Another critical feature of the current K-DEMO pre-conceptual
design study is a unique two-stage development plan. In its ﬁrst
stage, K-DEMO will be operated partially as a component test facility. Based on the component test results, a major upgrade will be
carried out in the second stage development, by replacing relevant
in-vessel components in order to achieve a net electricity generation on the order of 300 MWe and the competitiveness in cost
of electricity (COE). In this work, the feasibility of such a practical, near-future demonstration reactor will be discussed, mainly
to focus on the plausible plasma parameters in order to achieve a
net electricity generation on the order of 300 MWe, for two design
options, using a 0-dimensional system analysis code [4].
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2. General requirements
In order to demonstrate the competitiveness in COE, the net
electricity of at least 300 MWe, hopefully over 800 MWe should
be generated assuming ∼35% power conversion efﬁciency. D–T
fuel system with tritium breeding ratio more than 1.05 for fuel
self-sustainability, maintainable reactor structure and plant availability over 70% are other major requirements. At the moment,
two options for the K-DEMO design with the main difference in
TF magnet sizes are considered. For the option I case, the major
and minor radii are 6.0 and 1.8 m, respectively. The major and
minor radii for the option II are 6.5 and 2.0 m, respectively. For
both options, it was shown that a high toroidal magnetic ﬁeld of
7.72 T can be achieved at the plasma center by utilizing the current
state-of-the-art high performance Nb3 Sn superconducting strand
technology [3].
The limit of ˇN is determined by the stability of ideal MHD
modes, particularly, the low-n external kink modes and the n = ∞
internal ballooning modes [5]. ˇN is limited up to 3.5 even for the
ideal MHD limit without wall but can be reached as high as 5 by
wall stabilization and the active control of resistive wall modes.
Present K-DEMO system analysis has been carried out for the operation at ˇN of 4.2 and maximum toroidal ﬁeld, BT of 16 T (7.72 T
at the plasma core), a sort of a compromise between high ˇN and
high BT approach, quite similar to the ARIES-RS case. Before the
system analysis for the K-DEMO, benchmark analyses have been
carried out for the ITER and ARIES-RS designs, using a zero dimensional system analysis code, in which scaling law has been updated
[4,6,7]. The calculated results agree approximately with parameters of ITER and ARIES-RS. Detailed benchmarking results can be
found elsewhere [8].
3. System code analysis results
To realize a steady state operation of a tokamak, the plasma
current should be driven non-inductively without using a transformer, and it is important to make use of the bootstrap current
[2,9]. The bootstrap current is a self-generated current which can
reduce the re-circulating power fraction for the current drive and
thereby enhance the plant performance. For example, the fusion
power is increased at higher values of the bootstrap current fraction
(fbs ), as shown in Fig. 1. Reasonable values for the plasma current
ranges can be estimated from the plasma current scans as a function

Fig. 1. The bootstrap current fraction and the fusion power for conventional magnetic shear case, with various aspect ratios of 3.2–3.4 and plasma currents in the
range of 10–13 MA.

Fig. 2. Plasma current variation as a function of the aspect ratio and major radius
when the toroidal magnetic ﬁeld at the plasma core is 7.72 T.

of the aspect ratio and major radius, presented in Fig. 2. The fusion
powers of near 1700 and 2400 MW can be achieved, for options I
and II cases, respectively, when the bootstrap current fraction is
53%.
The bootstrap current fraction depends on the safety factor (q)
proﬁle. The above calculations, shown in Figs. 1 and 2, are for a conventional operation case. The relevant q proﬁle and the pressure
variation for the K-DEMO option II case, for example, are shown
in Fig. 3. By only varying the q proﬁle, which corresponds to a
weak negative shear operation, the bootstrap current fraction can
be enhanced to 0.62. The fusion power is increased from 2338 to
2400 MW and the energy conﬁnement time ( E ), from 2.32 to 2.35 s,
respectively. The thermal energy conﬁnement time is described by
the IPB98(y,2) scaling as follows:
IPB98(y,2)

E = HH98 E,th

IPB98(y,2)

where E,th

x0.78 .
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The energy conﬁnement time can be increased by the HH98(y,2)
(≥1.3) for a steady state operation.
The bootstrap current dominates in the plasma edge region. It
was argued that the edge safety factor (q95 ) over 6 is due to operations with weaker internal transport barriers (ITBs) at edge plasma.
Only a weak negative shear with a bit relatively high q0 , about 2.5,
may be suitable proﬁles for advanced operation [10]. In the negative magnetic shear region s = (r/q)dq/dr < 0, kinetic stability occurs
[5].
Further optimization on the q proﬁles has been carried out
and the resultant parameters and operational capabilities of KDEMO for option I and option II are listed in Table 1. The
elongation (95 = 1.8) of K-DEMO is quite similar to that of KSTAR
(major radius 1.8 m, minor radius 0.5 m, plasma current 2 MA,
elongation 2.0, triangularity 0.8 and the toroidal ﬁeld at center 3.5 T). The plasma cross section will be shape-controlled to
a triangular shape with a triangularity of 0.4. The ratio of the
averaged electron density over the Greenwald limit (n/nG ) is
limited to a value near unity in order to reduce the probability of plasma disruption (Greenwald density limit, nG = Ip /a2 )
[11]. The L–H transition powers, PLH = 0.042 n20 0.73 BT 0.74 S0.98 MW
[12], for the options I and II are 98 MW and 113 MW,
respectively.
Total core synchrotron and bremsstrahlung radiation power, for
example, for the option II, are 103.6 MW and 38.7 MW, respectively. The total net electron and ion temperature sources are

